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The Incredible Box
By Kathy Goosev Howell

Comprehension Question & Answer Sticks, Craft & Writing

Children need to think and talk about what they have read or what has 
been read to them.  These question and answer sticks are one way to 
support literacy and stretch student understanding and appreciation of 
the story, The Incredible Box by Kathy Goosev Howell.

You will need to check out the book from the library or purchase the 
book, The Incredible Box by Kathy Goosev Howell, to use these 
comprehension question and answer sticks.

One of the most important factors in determining how much readers will 
comprehend about any given topic is their level of prior knowledge.  
Prior knowledge provides structure that helps thinking and aids 
understanding of the topic that is being communicated.  Before reading 
the story introduce and discuss the vocabulary words from the story on 
pages 4 and 5.

After reading the book, The Incredible Box by Kathy Goosev Howell, use 
the question and answer sticks to check student comprehension of the 
story.  The sticks are numbered and follow the sequence of the story.  
They are also great for retelling the story. 

The sticks can be used after reading the story aloud to the whole class, 
with reading groups, or partner reading.

Copy the question and answer sticks on heavy paper, then color, cut out, 
laminate, and tape each one to a jumbo craft stick.  Glue or tape the 
answers on the back of each incredible box circle before you laminate 
them.  Keep the question and answer sticks in an upright container that 
has an open top for easy access.

The question and answer sticks are also provided in color.  Simply copy, 
cut out, laminate, and tape each one to a jumbo craft stick.  Glue or tape 
the answers on the back of each circle before laminating them.
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There are 24 question and answer sticks in color.
The same 24 question and answer sticks are provided in black and white.

There is also a text to self connection page where students can write 
about their own personal life experience connection to the story.  
Teaching students how to connect to text gives them a better 
understanding of what they are reading.

There is a writing response page called Extending the Reading 
Experience.  This writing prompt allows students to write a creative 
connection to the story. Also, included is a fun create your own 
“incredible box” craft with writing prompts.

Aligned with Common Core Standards

CCSS.ELA-Key Ideas and Details. RL.K.1
With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
CCSS.ELA-Key Ideas and Details. RL1.1
Ask and answer questions about key details in a text.
CCSS.ELA-Key Ideas and Details. RL2.1
Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, when, why, and how, to 
demonstrate understanding of key details in a text.

For more ideas please visit me at www.kathygoosevhowell.com or my blog
http://kafysbooks.blogspot.com/

If you are enjoying my products please click on the Follow Me button to be notified of new 
listings, free items, and sales on my TPT store. 
http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Kathy-Goosev-Howell
If you have time please vote and leave some feedback.  Thank you.

©2016 Kathy Goosev Howell: kafy’s books. All rights reserved. Purchase of this unit entitles 
the purchaser the right to reproduce the pages in limited quantities for classroom use only. 
Duplication for an entire school, an entire school system or commercial purposes is strictly 
forbidden without written permission from Kathy Goosev Howell.

Copying any part of this product and placing it on the internet in any form (even a personal/
classroom website) is strictly forbidden and is a violation of  the Digital Millennium Copyright 
Act (DMCA).
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The Incredible Box
By Kathy Goosev Howell

Vocabulary Building (Prior Knowledge)
One of the most important factors in determining how much readers 
will comprehend about any given topic is their level of prior knowledge.  
Prior knowledge provides structure that helps thinking and aids 
understanding of the topic that is being communicated.

Before reading the story introduce and discuss these words from the 
story.

incredible - hard to believe, amazing, 
extraordinary, or really good.

glanced - having looked at something or 
someone very quickly.

noticed - having become aware of or paid 
close attention to something or someone by 
seeing or hearing.

recliner - a comfortable chair that can be 
titled backward at an angle and at the 
same time a footrest extends outward 
from the front.
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Dance Vocabulary From the Story

The Incredible Box
By Kathy Goosev Howell

Lime green high-top sneakers.
(Color the shoes lime green.)

Breakdance
A style of street dancing that uses 
different body movements, spins, 
arm and leg movements while 
dancing to hip hop music.

Pink ballet shoes.
(Color the shoes pink.)

Ballet
A style of dancing that is 
performed on a stage and uses 
dance, music, costumes, and 
scenery to tell a story.

Black tap shoes.
(Color the shoes black.)

Tap Dance
A style of dance in which special 
shoes with metal plates on the 
heels and toes make tapping sounds 
with the feet while dancing.



Dad heard a knock
on the front door.

Questions
Cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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Who heard a knock
on the front door?

Why did Dad blink
when he opened the

front door?

Dad blinked when he 
opened the door because
a ray of sunshine beamed

through the doorway.
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Dad saw a polka dot
box on the doormat.

Questions
Cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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What did Dad see
on the doormat?

Where did Dad
take the box?

Dad took the box
to the family room.
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Dad didn’t know who the
box was from because

there wasn’t a gift card,
name tag, or note on it.

Questions
Cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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Who was the polka
dot box from?

Why did Dad pause
before opening

the box?

Dad paused before 
opening the box because 

he wasn’t sure he
should open it.
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When Dad opened the
box something sparkled

so bright that he
blinked several times.

Questions
Cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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What happened when
Dad opened the box?

What was inside
the box?

Dad saw a pair of
lime green high-top

sneakers inside the box.
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Dad was excited about
the sneakers because he
used to breakdance with
shoes just like these.

Questions
Cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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Why was Dad excited
about the sneakers?

What did Dad do
with the sneakers?

Dad put on the
sneakers and started

breakdancing.
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Dad liked breakdancing
because he shouted,
“This is so much fun!”

Questions
Cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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How do you know Dad
liked breakdancing?

What did Dad do after
he was tired?

After Dad was tired he
took off the sneakers and
fell asleep in his recliner.
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Dad placed the shoes
back into the box and 

closed the lid.

Questions
Cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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What did Dad do with
the shoes?

Where was the box 
when Mom
came home?

When Mom came home
she noticed the box on 

the carpet next to
Dad’s recliner.
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Mom saw a pair of pink 
ballet shoes inside

the box after the light 
disappeared.

Questions
Cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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15 16

What did Mom see inside
the box after the light

disappeared?

Mom put on the ballet 
shoes. Where did

she dance?

Mom danced around the
family room, through the
kitchen, into the bedroom,

and in the hallway.
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Mom fell asleep
on the sofa after she
was tired of dancing.

Questions
Cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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Mom was tired of
dancing. Where did

she fall asleep?

Lucas came home and saw 
the box. What did he
find inside the box?

Lucas found a pair of
black tap shoes
inside the box.
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Lucas danced across the
the family room, into the
kitchen, and in the patio.

Questions
Cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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Lucas put on the tap
shoes. Where did

he dance?

Lucas was tired
of dancing. Where did

he fall asleep?

Lucas fell asleep on the 
floor after he was tired

of dancing.
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You, the reader, opened
the box after Lucas. 

Questions
Cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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Who opened the box
after Lucas?

How are you, the reader,
 suppose to see your
shoes in the box?

You are suppose to use
your imagination to see

your own special
shoes inside the box.
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After you put your shoes
on you are suppose to
dance and have fun.

Questions
Cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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What are you suppose
to do after you put

your shoes on?

How did the incredible
polka dot box change

all the shoes?

The incredible 
polka dot box
is magical.
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Dad heard a knock
on the front door.

Page 18

Questions
Color, cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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Who heard a knock
on the front door?

Why did Dad blink
when he opened the

front door?

Dad blinked when he 
opened the door because
a ray of sunshine beamed

through the doorway.



Dad saw a polka dot
box on the doormat.
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Questions
Color, cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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3 4

What did Dad see
on the doormat?

Where did Dad
take the box?

Dad took the box
to the family room.



Dad didn’t know who the
box was from because

there wasn’t a gift card,
name tag, or note on it.
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Questions
Color, cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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5 6

Who was the polka
dot box from?

Why did Dad pause
before opening

the box?

Dad paused before 
opening the box because 

he wasn’t sure he
should open it.



When Dad opened the
box something sparkled

so bright that he
blinked several times.
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Questions
Color, cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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What happened when
Dad opened the box?

What was inside
the box?

Dad saw a pair of
lime green high-top

sneakers inside the box.



Dad was excited about
the sneakers because he
used to breakdance with
shoes just like these.
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Questions
Color, cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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Why was Dad excited
about the sneakers?

What did Dad do
with the sneakers?

Dad put on the
sneakers and started

breakdancing.



Dad liked breakdancing
because he shouted,
“This is so much fun!”
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Questions
Color, cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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11 12

How do you know Dad
liked breakdancing?

What did Dad do after
he was tired?

After Dad was tired he
took off the sneakers and
fell asleep in his recliner.



Dad placed the shoes
back into the box and 

closed the lid.
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Questions
Color, cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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13 14

What did Dad do with
the shoes?

Where was the box 
when Mom
came home?

When Mom came home
she noticed the box on 

the carpet next to
Dad’s recliner.



Mom saw a pair of pink 
ballet shoes inside

the box after the light 
disappeared.
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Questions
Color, cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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15 16

What did Mom see inside
the box after the light

disappeared?

Mom put on the ballet 
shoes. Where did

she dance?

Mom danced around the
family room, through the
kitchen, into the bedroom,

and in the hallway.



Mom fell asleep
on the sofa after she
was tired of dancing.
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Questions
Color, cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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Mom was tired of
dancing. Where did

she fall asleep?

Lucas came home and saw 
the box. What did he
find inside the box?

Lucas found a pair of
black tap shoes
inside the box.



Lucas danced across the
the family room, into the
kitchen, and in the patio.
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Questions
Color, cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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Lucas put on the tap
shoes. Where did

he dance?

Lucas was tired
of dancing. Where did

he fall asleep?

Lucas fell asleep on the 
floor after he was tired

of dancing.



You, the reader, opened
the box after Lucas. 
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Questions
Color, cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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21 22

Who opened the box
after Lucas?

How are you, the reader,
 suppose to see your
shoes in the box?

You are suppose to use
your imagination to see

your own special
shoes inside the box.



After you put your shoes
on you are suppose to
dance and have fun.
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Questions
Color, cut out, laminate, and tape onto 

a jumbo craft stick.

Answers
Cut out and tape or glue to the back of 

the incredible box before
laminating.
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23 24

What are you suppose
to do after you put

your shoes on?

How did the incredible
polka dot box change

all the shoes?

The incredible 
polka dot box
is magical.



The Incredible Box
By Kathy Goosev Howell

Text to Self Connection
This story reminds me
of the time I . . . 
or
This story
reminds
me
when
. . .
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Name

____________________________

___________________________________

_______________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

________________________________________

______________________________________

_________________________________

________________________
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Extending the reading experience with the book:

The Incredible Box
by Kathy Goosev Howell

Dad, Mom, and Lucas each found a pair of their favorite dancing 
shoes in the incredible box. They said that dancing was so much 
fun! Do you agree with them? Do you think dancing is fun?
Explain why or why not. Do you ever dance?

Name ________________________

/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
/////////////////////
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Extending the reading experience with the book:

The Incredible Box
by Kathy Goosev Howell

Dad, Mom, and Lucas each found a pair of their favorite dancing 
shoes in the incredible box. They said that dancing was so much 
fun! Do you agree with them? Do you think dancing is fun?
Explain why or why not. Do you ever dance?

Name ________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________



Incredible Box Craft Directions
Children will have fun making their own incredible box.
They can use it to save and store their small
incredible things!

Materials needed to make one craft.
Each child will need to have one square tissue box 4 1/2 x 5 inches.
Copy one of each page 34 and 35 on 8 /12 x 11 white paper.
Crayons or Markers     Pencil     Scissors     Glue     Scrap Paper

Page 34
Use crayons or markers to draw and
color a design inside the shapes. 

Cut out the shapes and glue each
one to one of the sides of the
tissue box.

Page 35 
Write about something that you
think is incredible.

Cut out the shape and glue it to
one of the sides of the tissue box.

Page 35
Write about something that is
important to you.

Cut out your writing and glue it to
the last side of the tissue box.

Use scrap paper to draw a picture
of what you wrote about and place
it inside your incredible box.

Use your box to save and store your
small incredible things.
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Name _____________________

Page 34

Design your own
incredible box using a 
tissue paper box. (4 
1/2 x 5 inches)

Use crayons or 
markers to draw and 
color a design inside 
this shape. 

Cut out the shape and 
glue it to one of the 
sides of the tissue 
box.

Inside this shape use 
crayons or markers to 
draw and color the 
same design as above 
or a different design. 

Cut out the shape and 
glue it to one of the 
sides of the same 
tissue box.

Also, if needed, you 
can use this space to 
continue your writing 
if you run out of 
writing space on page 
35.

My Incredible Box
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Page 35

Write about something 
that you think is 
incredible.

Incredible means hard 
to believe, amazing, 
extraordinary, or really 
good.

Cut out the shape and 
glue it to one of the 
sides of the tissue box.

Write about something 
that is important to 
you.

Cut out your writing 
and glue it to the last 
side of the tissue box.

Use scrap paper to 
draw a picture of what 
you wrote about and 
place it inside your 
incredible box.

Use your box to save 
and store your small 
incredible things.
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This is incredible . . .

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

Inside my incredible box . . . 

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________


